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Preface
This report summarizes our understanding of ice sheet hydrology as reported on
observations from Antarctica and Greenland. Much of our general understanding of
ice sheet hydrological processes are based on work performed on valley glaciers. Since
processes do not diﬀer in function but perhaps in magnitude, the understanding
gained from smaller glaciers work applies to ice sheets. Hence, this report does
not deal with such basic processes. Glacier hydrological investigations on ice sheets
have been few but are perhaps accelerating in numbers with the increased focus on
both Greenland and Antarctica from the scientiﬁc community in the light of eﬀects
from climate change. The process oriented studies carried out over the past 50
years or so have not generally been much applied to ice sheets and observations on
the morphology of ice sheet and valley glacier hydrological systems have not been
connected although most glacier hydrologists would not consider such parallels a
stretch of their imagination. Much of the new studies on ice sheet hydrology, thus
far, ﬁts in two categories. One concerns veriﬁcation of well-documented processes
but on an ice sheet scale; the other concerns ice sheet speciﬁc features. These
categories constitute the basis for this report.
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1. Introduction
Studies of ice sheet hydrology are relatively few and a small fraction of studies are
older than the 1990s. Most of the early ice sheet research has focused on rapid
moving ice streams and other processes; however, with the ongoing climate change
(e.g. Lemke et al., 2007) more interest is diverted to other parts of the ice sheets.
The increased general interest in climate change research and the impact of changes
to the Cryosphere has provided both technological advances and a ﬁnancial basis
for a strong focus on studies on ice sheets.
The hydrology of glaciers and ice sheets has important implications for assessing
the stability of these ice masses. Much research concerning the coupling between
glacier hydrology and glacier dynamics has hitherto focused on smaller glaciers,
largely due to logistical and technical reasons; any ﬁeld work on an ice sheet requires
expedition scale logistics and drilling as well as measurement techniques capable of
ice thicknesses almost one order of magnitude larger than for the vast majority
of smaller glaciers. Hence our general knowledge of the hydrology beneath small
glaciers is quite extensive (see the following reviews: Weertman, 1972; Lang, 1987;
Röthlisberger and Lang, 1987; Hooke, 1989; Hubbard and Nienow, 1997; Fountain
and Walder, 1998; Schneider, 2000; Boulton et al., 2001; Jansson et al., 2003; Hock
and Jansson, 2005; Hock et al., 2005). Ice sheets, however, are less well understood.
The general glacier hydrological processes (summarized by e.g. Jansson et al., 2006)
are similar under both glaciers and ice sheets since the driving forces are the same,
diﬀering only in magnitude and spatial scale. Bell (2008) reviewed the role of water
beneath the ice sheets on their stability and hence their mass balance since the
ice sheet dynamics inﬂuences ﬂuxes of ice into the oceans. Indications also emerge
that temperate basal conditions favoring sliding in the presence of water may be
important for the observed waxing and waning of past ice sheets (Bintanja and van
de Wal, 2008). Bamber et al. (2007) has summarized the developments in our view
of ice sheets going from slow behemoths responding on time perspectives of millennia
or longer to dynamically active features, capable of reactions on the order of years
to decades.
In this review I will summarizes the diﬀerent types of occurrences of water beneath the current ice sheets and their sources. It is evident that our view of ice
sheet basal hydrology is incomplete and that there is need to further improve our
understanding of these systems and how they interact. Key factors to improving
the situation involve better understanding of the geographical distribution of the
cold-temperate boundary beneath the ice sheets as well as the distribution of the
geothermal heat ﬂuxes that inﬂuence this boundary and the volumes of water produced beneath the ice sheets. It is furthermore necessary to better understand the
routing of water from surface to bed in melting zones on ice sheets. These data are
not easily gathered and signiﬁcant eﬀorts must be made to establish better boundary
7
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conditions of the base of the ice sheets.
Before embarking on the quest to establish our current understanding of ice
sheet hydrology, it is important to pin down the general conditions expected in and
around the ice sheet domain that makes a hydrological system exist. Ice sheets do
not necessarily have an extensive hydrological system. An ice sheet, furthermore,
imposes some unique restrictions on glacier hydrology which is normally not met
with valley glacier. The following is a qualitative view of the general conditions
expected on ice sheets and follows Figure 1.1.
No runoff generation

Runoff generation

Dry snow zone
Percolation zone
Wet snow zone

Superimposed
ice zone
Ablation zone
ELA

Basally fed system

Possibly surface fed system

Frozen bed

Temperate bed
Frozen

Melting

Frozen bed
Melting

Figure 1.1. Schematic view of the components of the hydrological system of an ice sheet.
Note that the ice sheet geometry and the relative extent of the diﬀerent zones are not to
any scale and only intended to show principles. See text for details.

First water must be generated; this can be achieved by either surface melting or
rainfall occurring on the upper surface of the ice sheet or by melting basal ice from
heat contributed by the local geothermal heat ﬂux. It is possible some water may also
be generated internally from heat generated by the deformation processes involved
in ice ﬂow, however, this volume is in general probably small (e.g. Näslund et al.,
2005) compared to other sources. Surface melting and rainfall can only contribute
if the the surface temperature is conducive for the occurrence of liquid water. Thus
low temperatures currently precludes the majority of the surface of the Antarctic
Ice sheet from exhibiting a surface hydrological system; the same is also true for
some, apparently dwindling (Steﬀen et al., 2004), central parts of the Greenland Ice
Sheet.
At the upper surface where melt and rain water gathers, ice sheets will exhibit
a thermo-hydrological zonation as described by (Benson, 1961; Müller, 1962). The
distribution of these zones determine the extent to which surface-fed hydrological
processes can occur. At the highest elevations, cold conditions will prevail throughout the year (Dry snow zone; Figure 1.1). At lower elevations, melting will commence
leading to a percolation zone. This zone is subjected to melting but not enough to
produce runoﬀ; water will refreeze within the snow pack. Once the snow pack becomes temperate, runoﬀ can occur. This is by deﬁnition the wet snow zone. Below
the wet-snow zone, we ﬁnd a zone free from snow but still maintaining a positive
net balance because of refreezing of water onto the ice surface, this is the superimposed ice zone. The lower boundary of the superimposed ice zone is the equilibrium
line of the ice sheet and all zones hitherto described are part of the accumulation
area. Below the superimposed ice zone, we ﬁnd the ablation zone (or area) which
will be covered by snow only on a seasonal basis. This zonation is typical for con8
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ditions on Greenland and was probably also typical for the former Fennoscandian
and Laurentide ice sheet. Note that the boundaries between the zones vary within
a year due to the annual cycle in surface energy balance and that the location may
also vary from year to year depending on the speciﬁc meteorological conditions for
that year. In a changing climate the inter-annual variations also exhibit a trend.
In ﬁgure 1.1 Blue arrows indicate the direction under cooling conditions (cooling
climate or fall conditions) and red arrows indicate warming conditions (warming
climate or spring conditions). The zonation and its annual variability has in part
been described by Steﬀen et al. (e.g. 2004). In Antarctica, ablation zones are practically absent and net accumulation occurs over the entire area (e.g. Vaughan et
al., 1999) due to the cold climate except for areas on the Antarctic Peninsula and
locally on the ice sheet in the form of so-called blue ice areas (e.g. Bintanja, 1999)
and what can be called ”accublation” zones (Siegert and Fisher, 2002; Siegert et al.,
2003) where mostly sublimation causes the negative net balance of the area. The
diﬀerence between Greenland and Antarctica with respect to their zonation, means
surface input of water is basically absent in Antarctica but available over large areas
on the Greenland ice sheet.
The basal conditions beneath an ice sheet is not diﬀerent from that of valley
glaciers. The basal boundary can be either cold (ice frozen to the bed) or temperate
(ice free to slide over the bed). The thermal zonation is crucial for knowing where
water will will ﬂow at the base of the ice sheet since such ﬂow is impossible where the
ice is cold based. The thermal zonation is, at least primarily, not coupled to surface
melting conditions. The zonation will change due to climate change since it depends
on the convection (vertical ice ﬂow) and diﬀusion of heat through the ice sheet. Since
geothermal heat ﬂuxes are constant (under stable crustal conditions), it is the upper
thermal boundary conditions and the dynamics and its eﬀects on ﬂow and geometry
of the ice sheet that can change the thermal structure of the ice sheet. Where the
basal ice is at the melting point, basal melt is caused by geothermal heat ﬂuxes and
from ﬂow-dependent factors such as strain heating and basal friction. Connections
between the surface hydrological system and the basal system is only possible where
there is surface melting. It is thus possible to have parts of the subglacial system
at melting conditions without any input from the surface, whereas other parts will
experience both surface and basal melting. Figure 1.1 indicates a simple zonation
but in reality zones are complex and there are probably freezing patches within the
melting zone due to for example subglacial topography.
The water generation available for feeding an en- and subglacial system is thus
limited by several factors, coupled and uncoupled to each other. In the following I
will start with the upper surface and follow the routing of water through the ice to
the bed and the systems found there. Since the hydrology of ice sheets is diﬃcult to
study, I will start by looking at indirect evidence for ice sheet hydrological systems
where the systems are not explicitly described but where the eﬀects of water are
evident.
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2. Indirect observations of the ice
sheet hydrological system
There are many studies that implicitly involve a subglacial drainage system and processes therein. Observations of large, and from a glaciological perspective, abrupt
changes in ice dynamics without corresponding changes in for example driving stress
imply changes in the basal boundary condition. Ongoing thinning of sectors of ice
sheets (e.g. Wingham et al., 2009) may occur from changes in mass balance or from
changes in ice dynamics. In West Antarctica, Shepherd et al. (2001) observed a
thinning rate of 1.6 m a−1 . This change could not be explained by mass balance
alone and hence a change in the dynamics of the outlet Pine Island Glacier must
be invoked. Joughin et al. (1996) observed a three-fold increase in velocity over a
7-week period, of the Ryder Glacier, north Greenland, after which the velocities
decreased to pre-speed-up values. Drainage of supraglacial lakes into the ice sheet
could be responsible for this event. Zwally et al. (2002) used GPS measurements
at the equilibrium line near Jakobshavn to show that the ice sheet undergoes large
annual variations in surface speed. They attributed these variations to the seasonal
variations in water inﬂux to a basal water system through moulins and crevasses,
since velocity variations were clearly correlated to seasonal melt rates variations.
Price et al. (2008) used modeling to show that variations in ice velocity, such as
observed by Zwally et al., need not be forced locally but can also be the result from
longitudinal coupling eﬀects from movement further downstream. The location of
Zwally et al.’s experiment was located in the vicinity of the Jakobshavns Isbræ which
could at least partially explain observations. It is evident that dynamic changes occur on time scales that indicate basal hydrological forcing but also that longitudinal
coupling eﬀects are possible. The latter still requires some dynamic change to occur and is not by itself an argument against subglacial hydrology forced dynamic
variations.
Satellite data has the advantage of providing spatially extensive ﬂow patterns.
Moon and Joughin (2007) used satellite interferometry to investigate the spatial
variability in ice front position of 203 Greenland outlet glaciers. Their results indicate that the behavior is closely linked to climate variability, thus implying that
dynamic responses are forced by climate and not sustainable unforced processes.
Rignot et al. (2008) ﬁnd a robust correlation between the surface mass balance and
the ice discharge around the ice sheet perimeter from the period 1958 to 2007. Their
balance calculations show that the ice sheet rapidly started losing mass from 1997
after having been in near balance for several decades. The variability in ice discharge
explain 60 ± 20 %. van de Wal et al. (2008) have recorded large velocity variation
along the K-transect (e.g. van de Wal et al., 2005) in the Russell Glacier (a landterminating outlet) drainage area of east Greenland. They show annual velocity
11
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variations varying by up to a factor of 4. The increase in velocity occurs within days
of measured melt rate increase. Shepherd et al. (2009) used a combination of satellite imagery and continuous dGPS measurements to show how the Russell Glacier
catchment of the West Greenland ice sheet undergoes velocity variations on a variety of scales. The satellite data reveal that the ice sheet accelerates on a seasonal
basis corresponding to the availability of melt-water. This acceleration is strongest
along what is probably a subglacial valley, a likely route for water. Through dGPS
measurements they also show that the velocity varies on a diurnal basis, reﬂecting
diurnal variations in melt-water input. There is also physical uplift of the ice during
these events. Hence the Greenland ice sheet experiences seasonal dynamic variations
in both land and sea-terminating parts.
Ice streams are sensitive ﬂow features and many emanating from the current
ice sheets terminate in the sea. Joughin et al. (2004) observed changes in the ﬂow
speed of the Jakobshavn Isbræ where velocity was seen to decrease in the period
1985–1992 and then accelerate between 1992–2000 with additional acceleration up
to 2003. Their study clearly indicates that the ice stream response can be complex
and include both periods of deceleration and acceleration. Holland et al. (2008)
proposed a diﬀerent cause for the speed-up of Jakobshavns Isbræ. A sudden increase
in subsurface ocean temperature occurred in 1997 along the entire west coast of
Greenland. Such warm water could have accelerated the basal melting of the ice
stream at the grounding line and hence causing the ice stream to become unstable.
Whereas this process will be able to aﬀect outlets reaching the sea, it does not
help to understand the general increase in velocity observed around the perimeter
of the Greenland ice sheet (Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006; Joughin et al., 2008a).
Joughin et al. (2008a) showed that the land-terminating parts of the West Greenland
ice sheet underwent seasonal velocity changes. Howat et al. (2007) showed that
two of Greenland’s major outlets, the Helheim and Kangerdlussuaq, underwent a
rapid increase in ﬂow in 2004 with a subsequent decrease in 2006 to near the pre2004 levels. They argue that this response is due to re-equilibrium of the terminus
after a calving event. There is thus need to carefully assess the possible dynamic
framework of the investigated glaciers investigated to correctly identify potential
forcing processes.
Acceleration of ice masses involve rapid changes in stresses which can result in
strain-rates suﬃcient for fracturing the ice, even at depth. Hence seismic events
can be indicative for changes in dynamics. Ekström et al. (2003), Ekström et al.
(2006), and Tsai and Ekström (2007) analyzed recorded seismic events from beneath
the Greenland ice sheet and concluded that they represent stick-slip events. Such
events are indicative of sliding motion of a temperate base glacier. Their events
seem to coincide with known outlet glaciers. Joughin et al. (2008b) also found that
the seismic events coincide with calving events of the Helheim and Kangerdlussuaq
tide-water outlet glaciers in Southeast Greenland. Tsai et al. (2008) explored the
mechanisms for such earthquakes by modeling the processes in the calving outlets
and suggest calving as the cause for the events. Stick slip motion has also been
detected in the West Antarctic ice streams (Bindschadler et al., 2003a,b; Wiens et
al., 2008). In the Antarctic case the stick slip motion is forced by tidal action on
the marine based ice streams. Gudmundsson (2006) also observed tidally induced
ﬂow speed variations in Rutford ice stream, West Antarctica. Hence, marine-based
outlet glaciers and ice streams may provide temporally variable ﬂuxes induced by
12
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tidal forcing rather than from surface water inﬂux. The seismic investigations yield
good information on the timing and spatial distribution of changes in dynamics at
the base of a glacier which can be used to understand the processes involved, the
forcing of the processes and how perturbations propagate at the bed.
There is thus ample evidence that ice sheets change in dynamics on time periods
from diurnal and up to perhaps millennia. The variations observed on diurnal to
annual scales are in perfect harmony with theory and observations on valley glaciers
where the coupling to variability in the hydraulic system is evident. Ice sheets seem
to also have larger time-scale variability than typically observed on valley glaciers.
Good examples are the on-oﬀ behavior of the Siple Coast ice streams (e.g. Catania,
2004; Catania et al., 2006). This longer periodicity variability is due to processes
that occur on scales that cannot be found on valley glaciers and thus cannot produce
similar features on the smaller glaciers.
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3. Surface melt
Water generated at the glacier surface, and thus available for input to the glacier
hydrological system, comes from a combination of melting of ice and snow and from
rain. Water input at the surface of an ice sheet can be modeled by applying surface
energy models of diﬀerent complexity.
Direct measurements of melt has occurred within the framework of local projects
over time. van de Wal (1996) and Six et al. (2001) have summarized some of this
data originating from transects. Their data shows a potential 4-year cycle in melt
with no clear trend. The melt on ice sheets is of course forced by the surface
energy balance. The Greenland ice sheet exhibits a zonation in albedo caused by
dust particles (Bøggild, 1997; Bøggild et al., 2010; Wientjes and Oerlemans, 2010)
which shows that albedo variations can be larger than expected from normal albedo
variation on clean ice.
The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) has provided means
for establishing mass change signals for regions such as the Greenland ice sheet
where mass change due to climate change occur. Chen et al. (2006), Luthcke et
al. (2006), Ramillien et al. (2006), and Velicogna and Wahr (2006) used GRACE
data to evaluate mass losses from the Greenland ice sheet. Their results provide a
strong independent indication that mass losses from the southern part of Greenland
ice sheet has increased substantially, thus verifying more local studies from Rignot
et al. (1997), Howat et al. (2005), Rignot and Kanagaratnam (2006), and Luckman
et al. (2006). Much of the mass losses observed are thus from dynamic response
at outlet glaciers. It is unclear if this acceleration is due to increased surface melt
or if there are other critical triggering factors. It seems unlikely, however, that simultaneous response over larger lengths of the Greenland ice sheet margin should
be caused by local triggering factors. Wouters et al. (2008) expands on the previous GRACE investigator’s results and provide a reﬁned and extended data record
showing continued mass loss from the ice sheet including large losses from the upper
parts of the ice sheet, which was not observed in earlier studies. Clearly data such
as that retrieved from the GRACE experiment can provide large scale estimates of
volume change due to for example melt on a scale that is logistically diﬃcult with a
network of automatic weather stations. The methods is thus a very useful complement for verifying ground based measurements. as well as adding large scale spatial
estimates.
Melt is largely coupled to temperature (Ohmura, 2001) and hence subject to variations due to for example global warming. Velicogna and Wahr (2006) and Hanna
et al. (2008) found that the increase in melt on the ice sheet is coupled to northern
hemisphere temperatures. Box et al. (2008) used a mesoscale model to calculate
the mass balance of the Greenland ice sheet. They obtained results indicating that
both the accumulation and ablation has increased in an oﬀsetting matter. Melt15
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ing conditions have, however, increased in duration by about 10 days and up to
40 days in places. Prior to 1990, Hanna et al.’s results indicate that the coupling
between temperature and melt was less obvious. This indicates that the Greenland
ice sheet in essence now is inﬂuenced by the northern hemisphere climate rather
than perturbing the climate system by its presence, which seems to have been the
case before 1990. Melting is also increasing. Chylek et al. (2006) have, however,
observed that an earlier warming on Greenland (1920–1930) was at least similar
to the modern warming (1995–2005) but with 50% higher warming rates. Strong
warming is thus something that may be typical for the climate system in the vicinity
of Greenland, perhaps due to weakening of the local climatic system of Greenland
itself. Through measurements of passive microwave emissions, Abdalati and Steﬀen
(2001); Steﬀen et al. (2004) show how the Greenland ice sheet experiences large
spatially variable melt conditions (Figure 3.1). Bougamont et al. (2005) have reproduced Steﬀen et al.’s observations by applying a surface mass balance model to the
Greenland ice sheet and forcing the model with ERA-40 re-analysis data (Uppala
et al., 2005). Their work indicates surface melt can readily be obtained from large
scale re-analysis data given model tuning through surface meteorology data from the
ice sheet. Lewis and Smith (2009) modelled the hydrological drainage network for
Greenland using existing elevation models and a climatological forcing from Polar
MM5 (Pennsylvania State University/National Center for Atmospheric Research,
PSU/NCAR, mesoscale model) data and automatic weather stations (Box et al.,
2004). Their results indicate volumes ranging from very small up to 16 km2 a−1 run
oﬀ rom these basins. Bhattacharya et al. (2009) uses the melt-area time series covering the period 1979–2008 to show that the melt-area abruptly increased in 1995.
This change can be successfully coupled to a sign-reversal in the North Atlantic Oscillation. The change is also manifested in higher measured temperatures around the
ice sheet. There is thus conﬁdence in that melt can be satisfactorily estimated from
data collected from the ice sheet by both ground and space-borne measurements.
The warming climate will raise melt rates. Ridley et al. (2005) performed numerical modeling experiments with the Greenland ice sheet under warming scenarios.
When subjecting the ice sheet to a 4×CO2 scenario for 3000 years the ice sheet
almost completely disappeared. One lesson from this experiment is that when more
ground is exposed around the perimeter of the ice sheet, feedbacks from local summer circulation produced from warm ground around the ice sheet can augment the
melting.
The surface mass balance is obviously variable and directly coupled to the forcing
climate variability. The water produced by melting also seems to aﬀect the dynamics,
not only on diurnal and annual time scales but also aﬀecting longer term trends in
mass loss of peripheral parts, probably by inﬂuencing the dynamics of the ice sheet.
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Figure 3.1. Greenland ice sheet melt extent based on passive microwave satellite data for
the period 1988–2002 (Abdalati and Steﬀen, 2001; Steﬀen et al., 2004). Red areas indicate
the extent of melting surface conditions, white areas are (dry) snow surfaces without liquid
water content. (ﬁgure from Konrad Steﬀen unpublished data)
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4. Supraglacial lakes
Most of the water in a glacier hydrological system is generated at the glacier surface
from melting and rainfall. In the case of ice sheets this is also true as long as the
ice sheet has a melting zone. This is not generally the case for the Antarctic ice
sheet but is the case for Greenland and was for the Fennoscandian and Laurentide
ice sheets. Surface water runs oﬀ in surface streams that may become signiﬁcant
if their catchments are large enough. Mapping of surface catchments by Thomsen
et al. (1986, 1989a,b, 1993) (Figure 4.1) indicate that a complex pattern of smaller
isolated drainage basins exist. Their mapping also seems to indicate that drainage
basins become larger away from the terminus, indicating a relationship between
either the thickness or surface slope or both and size of drainage basins. Close to
the terminus, ice surface topography of the ice sheet probably is heavily inﬂuenced by
subglacial topography and hence also aﬀecting the distribution of drainage pathways
and drainage patterns. Echelmeyer et al. (1991) described lakes in the Jakobshavn
Isbræ drainage area and how these are created by ice surface undulations caused
by bed topography. The lakes occurred above ∼ 600 m a.s.l. and up into the lower
accumulation zone at about ∼ 1500 m a.s.l.

Figure 4.1. Delineation of surface catchments and their sinks (moulins) in the ablation zone
of the Greenland ice sheet near Ilulissat, West-Greenland. (after Thomsen et al. (1989a))

Many supraglacial lakes (Figure 4.2) appear to be perennial with an annual
cycle of growth and decay. Lüthje et al. (2006) used a one-dimensional energy
balance model to investigate the seasonal evolution of supraglacial lakes on the
Greenland ice sheet. Their results indicate enhanced ablation beneath the lakes
compared to surrounding areas. Satellite imagery investigations further showed that
lake extents were not variable between years. They could conclude that lakes were
largely topographically controlled and hence not likely to substantially change in
19
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Figure 4.2. Supraglacial lake (1.8 km2 with 6.3 km circumference) in the ablation area
on Russell glacier, West Greenland. Note the camp of tents near the lower center of the
picture. Photo Malin Johansson, July 31, 2010

area over time. Furthermore, Lüthje et al. postulate that a warming climate should
favor larger lakes to form on the shallower slopes higher up on the ice sheet. Sneed
and Hamilton (2007) developed an algorithm for estimating the volume (depth) of
supraglacial lakes based on multispectral satellite imagery. By applying the method
to a set of images they could obtain volumes for diﬀerent seasons and times of a single
season. Results show volumes changing between 4.35 × 106 m3 to 2.66 × 107 m3 ,
area varying between 10.1 km2 to 48.7 km2 in their test area (265 km2 ). McMillan et
al. (2007) investigated the seasonal development of supraglacial lakes on the western
margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet.The lakes occupied a total area of 75 ± 5 km2 in
early July, 2001, but lost 36 ± 3.5 km2 over the following 25 days. This indicates
that the lakes, although semi-permanent features go through drainage events on a
wide scale. Sundal et al. (2009) and Johansson et al. (2010) improved on McMillan et
al.’s study by evaluating imagery over larger areas of the eastern Greenland margin.
Their results yield the same general result but improve on the total number of lakes.
The cause for the variation in size over a season is probably drainage of lakes which
either reduce their size or completely empty the lake basins.
The supraglacial lakes constitute striking features on the Greenland Ice Sheet.
It is important to remember, however, that lakes are transient reservoirs with both
in and outﬂow of water. If a lake drains it adds the volume of water to an existing
throughput of water. The importance of lakes on the general hydrological system
of the ice sheet is thus debatable other than for localized eﬀects around drainage
points.
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5. Transfer of water from the ice
sheet surface to the bed
The issue of how water can create pathways from the surface of a glacier or an ice
sheet was ﬁrst investigated by Weertman (1973), who used mechanical principles to
show that a water ﬁlled crevasse should propagate through a glacier. This theory
has never been veriﬁed by observations but has been propagated through many
textbooks and scientiﬁc papers. van der Veen (1998b,a, 2007) developed a fracture
mechanics model to show that crack propagation can occur independently of fracture
toughness and far-ﬁeld tensile stresses as long as the crevasse is subjected to inﬂow
of water. Alley et al. (2005) developed existing theory for magma intrusions bedrock
to existing stress and temperature conditions for the ice water combination found
in glaciers and ice sheets. The processes described by Alley et al. has yet not
been veriﬁed but indications from other studies seem to indicate that a mechanism
for propagating water from the surface through cold ice to the bed operates. The
crucial point for both Weertman’s and Alley et al.’s work is the continuous recharge
of water to the crevasse to keep it over-pressurized. Over pressure exist as long as
the crevasse is ﬁlled to more than 90% of its depth due to the density diﬀerence
between glacier ice (∼ 900 kg m−3 ) and water. Having crevasses form across supraglacial streams or in surface melt ponds is thus an excellent environment for the
process to be active. In the ablation area of glaciers, water is generally abound
and it is not hard to meet these criteria anywhere. Fountain et al. (2005a,b) also
observed englacial water-ﬁlled crevasses at varying depths in Storglaciären, where
they appear to be an intrinsic part of the drainage system. This study changed
the notion that englaclal crevasses could not exist under typical conditions found
in glaciers. Unfortunately, no theory exists for the englacial formation of crevasses.
Harper et al. (2010) showed the existence of basal crevasses that can both link the
englacial drainage to the basal system but also act as storage basal of water.
Boon and Sharp (2003) observed ponding and drainage events on a polythermal
glacier which suggested a crevasse propagation mechanism responsible for establishing a connection through the cold ice. In addition, observations of surface lake
drainage events on Greenland revitalized the theories by Weertman (1973); Alley
et al. (2005) and van der Veen (2007). Das et al. (2008) observed the complete
drainage of a 5.6 km2 (0.44 ± 0.01 km3 ) supra-glacial lake in ∼1.4 hours into an
opening crevasse on the Greenland ice sheet. They also observed signiﬁcant change
in the velocity of the ice sheet as well as local uplift during the event. From this
Das et al. infer that water reached the bed through 980 m of ice and resulting in
pressures enough to cause the uplift. Although the actual drainage pathways were
not investigated or mapped, water seems at least to have gained access to the bed
near the input point. This work shows compelling indications that the process de21
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scribed by Weertman (1973) and Alley et al. (2005) is realistic. Krawczynski et al.
(2009) used a model to calculate the volume of water required to propagate crevasses
through the Greenland ice sheet. They found that small lakes of 250–800 m in diameter are suﬃcient to drive crevasses through 1–1.5 km of ice. Hence the conditions
for propagating crevasses through the ice are commonly met.
Catania et al. (2008) used common oﬀset radar images to detect drainage pathways between the surface and the bed of the Greenland ice sheet in the vicinity of
Jakobshavn. They ﬁnd that detected connections are more abundant in the ablation
zone than near or above the equilibrium line. Furthermore, the drainage features
coincide with inferred regions of longitudinal extension, indicating that crevasse formation may play a decisive role for the location of moulins also on the ice sheet. In
a subsequent, ground penetrating radar-based study Catania and Neumann (2010)
identiﬁed that the drainage connections between surface and bed seemed to be associated with areas of signiﬁcant basal melting. Their conclusion was thus that the
drainage features were persistent. This also implies that the drainage system to
some extent is persistent in space.
The transfer of water from the surface of an ice sheet such as Greenland, through
its cold interior mass of ice, is thus possible. The mechanisms outlined by Weertman
(1973); Alley et al. (2005) and van der Veen (2007) allows for propagation of water
ﬁlled surface crevasses to the bed as long as the steady suﬃcient supply of water
is maintained. Since melt water occurs in abundance in the ablation area and wet
snow zone during the melt season, conditions are favorable over large areas of the
Greenland Ice Sheet marginal zone. The connections obtained through the crevasse
propagation mechanism will probably be more or less vertical. It is unclear if they
remain so over time.
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6. Water generation inside the ice
Englacial melting comes from two sources originating from two diﬀerent mechanisms. First, melt occurs when water ﬂows through englacial conduits due to the
viscous dissipation of heat from friction in the turbulent water and, second, melt
can generated by the deformational processes in the ice.
Melt from viscous dissipation of heat occurs where water is ﬂowing in passageways through the ice. This is a very localized form of melt. Röthlisberger (1972)
and Hooke (1984) provided theory for the processes involved in maintaining open
conduits in ice. The melt rates originating from the water ﬂow is largely a function of the velocity of the water ﬂow. There is also a change in temperature due
to the change in potential energy as water is ﬂowing downwards but this change is
small under normal turbulent ﬂowing conditions. The melt can thus be substantial
but is highly localized. When taking into account the density of input points on
the margin of the Greenland ice ce sheet (as exempliﬁed by Thomsen et al.’s 1989a
study) we can estimate the area over which ablation occurs. If we estimate that an
englacial conduit is 5 m in diameter (based on visual observations of surface river
size and discharge) and that the ice on average is 1000 m thick in the ablation area,
we obtain a surface area of ∼ 15000 m2 . With a density of about 40 conduits in a
10 × 10 km area (center area of the map in Figure 4.1), and an annual (seasonal)
melt rate of, say, 2 m a−1 , the water produced corresponds to 0.001 m w.e. over
the ice sheet surface area. This, admittedly, ball-park estimate is about four orders
of magnitude lower than the contribution of water from surface melt and hence a
negligible contributor to water ﬂow.
Melt from englacial deformation is produced by heat generated from the deformational processes as ice ﬂows. This contributions depend on strain rates and larger
contributions therefore occur near the bed and where the ice moves faster. In the
case of fast ﬂowing ice streams, where much movement is by sliding, large strain
rates are primarily found in the marginal shear zones of the streams. It is important to realize that englacial melting can only occur once the ice is at the pressure
melting point, in temperate ice. Thus, for a cold ice mass with basal melting, the
strain heating will only contribute to heating the cold ice. Heating the lowermost
section of the ice column, in turn, causes lower temperature gradients in the basal
ice. This will aﬀect the basal melt since the lower temperature gradient conducts
less heat away from the base and more heat can then be used for basal melting.
To understand the underlying physics of the strain heating, we can consider
simple shear. The rate of energy dissipated by internal deformation can then be
described by
dE
= τxz ε̇xz
(6.1)
dt
where τxz is the basal shear stress (parallel to the bed) and ε̇xz is the the strain rate
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parallel to the bed, deﬁned by ε̇xz = (τxz /B)n , where B and n are the constants of
Glen’s ﬂow law for ice (Glen, 1955). Equation 6.1 can be rewritten as
(ρgh sin α)n+1 kθ
dE
=
e
dt
Bn

(6.2)

by using τxz = ρI gh sin α and the approximation that the temperature dependence
of B can be accommodated by an exponential eﬀect (ekθ Hooke, 2005). Because
of the strong deformation rates, most of the contributed heat is produced near
the bed. Budd (1969, table 4.2b, p. 69) shows that only 3% of the heat from
internal deformation is produced in the upper half of the ice column. The lower 1/5
contributes 67% and the bottom 10% of the ice contributes over 40% of the heat.
Hence much heat is generated near the basal boundary where melting is most likely
to occur.
In the case of the Greenland Ice Sheet, the thermal structure is such that the
ice column is cold but may reach melting temperatures at the bed where conditions
are favorable. We thus do not expect internal melting from deformational heat in
the Greenland ice sheet. Deformational heat will, however, aﬀect the temperature
gradient near the base and aﬀect the amount of basal melting possible beneath the
ice sheet
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7. Water generation at the bed
Meltwater generation at the bed is only possible where the basal ice is at the pressure
melting point. Since any melting requires a phase change, energy must be supplied
to facilitate this change. Possible contributing heat sources are heat from internal
deformation of the ice conducted towards the bed, frictional heating from ice sliding
over a hard bed or sediments, frictional heating in subglacial deforming sediments,
and geothermal heat from radioactive decay in the earth’s crust and deeper interior
(e.g. Näslund et al., 2005). Any heat transfer by conduction in the ice must follow a
temperature gradient. The basal ice must therefore reach the pressure melting point
at the bed since conduction of heat towards the bed under temperate conditions will
not occur due to the negative temperature gradient resulting from the negative slope
of the solidus of the ice-water vapor phase −0.09 K Pa−1 .
All geothermal heat can be conducted up through the ice if the base of the glacier
is either entirely cold (frozen to its bed) or just reaching the melting point at the
bed. The basal temperature of a glacier is determined by the general heat equation
(considering incompressible ice)
(

∂ 2θ ∂ 2θ ∂ 2θ
+
+
κ
∂x2 ∂y 2 ∂z 2

)

−u

∂θ
∂θ
Q
∂θ
+v
+w
+
=0
∂x
∂y
∂z ρC

(7.1)

where θ is the temperature, κ is the thermal diﬀusivity, ρI is the density of ice, C
is the heat capacity of ice, Q is the change in heat from e.g. internal deformation,
u, v, and w are the velocity components in the x, y, and z-directions, respectively.
Diﬀusion and convection largely determines the temperature distribution in the ice,
however, internal deformation as well as frictional heating at the ice-bed interface
contributes as heat sources. The basally produced heat can be considered an addition
to the geothermal heat ﬂux. In a glacier with some ﬁnite thickness of temperate ice
at the bed, heat cannot be conducted away from the bed upwards in the ice column
due to the negative slope of the solidus in the Pressure-temperature phase space of
water. Energy thus contributed to the bed from friction or geothermal sources can
only be used for melting.
The geothermal heat ﬂow has two main components, one originating from the
mantle (reduced- or Moho heat ﬂow) and one constituting radiogenic heat produced
within the upper part of the Earth’s crust (e.g. Furlong and Chapman, 1987). Over
typical continental cratons, such as the West European craton hosting Fennoscandia,
the Moho heat ﬂow show smooth large-scale spatial trends. The Moho heat ﬂow is
lowest in the central part of the Baltic Shield (C̆ermak, 1989). The crustal part of the
geothermal heat ﬂow displays much larger spatial variations, down to a regional scale
(Näslund et al., 2005). In the upper part of the crust energy produced by the natural
radioactive decay of primarily 40 K, 238 U, and 232 Th is absorbed by the bedrock
and stored as heat. There is a close correlation between the distribution of heat
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produced in the crust and regional geological units, with higher heat ﬂow observed
in granitic rocks. As example, over Sweden and Finland the total geothermal heat
ﬂow observed at the crustal surface varies with a factor of more than 2 on a regional
scale Näslund et al. (2005). The geothermal heat ﬂow has a strong control on basal
temperatures of ice sheets (e.g. Waddington, 1987). Typically, for a 3 km thick ice
sheet at steady-state, a 20% error in geothermal heat ﬂux generates a 6 K error in
basal temperature. This has direct implications on for example numerical ice sheet
modeling, if the geothermal heat ﬂow is not realistic in the model setup, ice sheet
models will not produce useful patterns on basal melting.
The basal melting beneath an ice sheet can not easily be estimated from the
geothermal heat ﬂux, although, in a relative sense, melting will be a function of the
ﬂux. Since the basal conditions are determined by all components of Equation 7.1,
knowledge of the geothermal heat ﬂux will not suﬃce, typically numerical modeling
of the Equation with known and estimated boundary conditions are required.
Qualitatively, the energy available for melting is determined by the ﬂux of heat
conducted away from the base through the overlying ice. At the boundary this
reduces to the diﬀerence between the geothermal heat ﬂux and the conduction of
heat through the ice near the boundary. The melt rate is thus determined by
ṁ =

τb ub + G − Kβ0
KρI

(7.2)

(e.g. Tulaczyk et al., 2000; Hooke, 2005), where βG is the geothermal heat ﬂux, Kβ0
is the heat conducted away from the bed interface upwards in the ice (K is the
thermal conductivity of ice and β0 is the local thermal condition in the ice), τb ub is
the frictional heat production, τb is the basal shear stress and ub is the basal sliding
speed, L is the latent heat of fusion, and ρI is the density of ice.
The geothermal heat ﬂux varies spatially as discussed above. For the Fennoscandian ice sheet the average value from Näslund et al. (2005) of 49 mW m−2 , can be
considered typical. To provide an order of magnitude estimate of basal melting, we
can consider data calculated by (Hooke, 1977) from which we can extract a temperature gradient of 0.015 ◦ C m−1 . If we disregard frictional heating from the bed
a typical melt rate would be on the order of millimeters to a centimeter per year.
Fahnestock et al. (2001) show estimated annual melt rates beneath Greenland to on
the order of cms, although much higher values reaching 0.15 m are inferred in areas
of rapid ice motion, indicating the typical feedback between basal water and glacier
sliding. Through a combination of measurements and analytic modelling, Beem
et al. (2010) provides estimates of basal melting from beneath an active Antarctic
ice stream (0.02–0.05 m a−1 ) and its upstream slow ﬂowing source areas (0.003–
0.007 m a−1 ). Modelling results also yield values from a several millimeter per year
to a few centimeter per year (J. Johnson, personal communication, Nov. 10, 2006).
Hence, values on the order of cm a−1 can be expected and used to estimate the
volumes of water produced beneath an ice sheet if the area of melt is considered
known.
To roughly estimate the maximum contribution of discharge from basal melt, we
can perform a rough calculation using the following assumptions.
1. We consider a straight ﬂow line from an ice divide to the terminus of an ice
sheet. We arbitrarily choose a length of several hundred kilometers for typical
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ice sheet scale: 300 km (this number should hence be taken for its magnitude,
not absolute value).
2. The width of the drainage area would be triangular with an apex at the divide
and widening towards the margin, as envisioned by Shoemaker (e.g. 1986).
We consider the esker spacing a measure of drainage area width at the margin
which yields a rough width of 30 km (Geological Survey of Finland, 1984).
3. The entire triangular drainage area experiences a uniform 0.01 m a−1 basal
melt rate.
Performing the simple calculation yields a discharge of 14 m3 s−1 or 1.2 × 106 m3 d−1 .
This corresponds to normal discharge in a medium size natural stream. The importance of this water, however, is that it is highly pressurized through most of its
transport in the basal meltwater ﬁlm and that it is a constant ﬂow throughout the
year.
That basal melting from geothermal heat is important for understanding the stability of ice sheets is gaining more support. (Näslund et al., 2005) provide a ﬁrst detailed geothermal heat ﬂux distribution of the Fennoscandian ice sheet and show that
signiﬁcant diﬀerences occur in response to local variations. The ice sheet average
melting and discharge, however, is not severely aﬀected. It should be remembered
that the paleo-ice-sheet geothermal heat distributions are more easily obtainable
than those for Antarctica and Greenland (Fox Maule et al., 2005). Hence studies
introducing large scale variable geothermal heat ﬂux boundaries are emerging (e.g.
Fahnestock et al., 2001; Pollard et al., 2005; Näslund et al., 2005, in prep).
Observations of basal melt regime beneath ice sheets are also emerging. DahlJensen et al. (2003) used NorthGRIP data and an ice ﬂow model to calculate geothermal heat ﬂow along a ﬂow line obtaining variations between 50 and 200 mW m−2 .
This yields basal melt rates of between 7.5 mm a−1 at the drill site and 11 mm a−1
further upstream from NorthGRIP. Fahnestock et al. (2001) used age-depth relationships from internal layering obtained from airborne radar surveys to calculate
basal melt rates in northern Greenland. In one region, melt rates reach and exceed
100 mm a−1 , indicating geothermal heat ﬂuxes of up to 970 mW m−2 . Such high
geothermal heat ﬂuxes indicate the presence of a geological setting not found in
the marginal areas of the Greenland ice mass. Oswald and Gogineni (2008) used
radar echo intensity to map occurrence of subglacial water beneath the northern
part of the Greenland ice sheet. They conclude that signiﬁcant portions of the bed
may be melting. Basal conditions at ice core drilling sites verify their results (e.g.
Fahnestock et al., 2001; Dahl-Jensen et al., 2003). Oswald and Gogineni’s data show
that approximately 17% of the total ﬂight line lengths indicated melting conditions.
Unfortunately, this does not easily translate into a fraction of the basal area so more
investigations are needed. A modelling studies by for example Huybrechts (1995)
and Marshall (2005) yielded negative temperatures beneath most of the ice sheet,
thus either contradicting the observational data or unable to provide enough spatial
resolution to capture smaller scale deviations. By including the inferred basal temperatures from the deep drilling sites into a numerical ice sheet model, Greve (2005)
obtained a very diﬀerent scenario where large parts of the Greenland ice sheet bed
was at the pressure melting point. Siegert et al. (2005a) have yielded similarly high
values for Antarctica. van der Veen et al. (2007) also showed how subglacial topography aﬀects geothermal heat ﬂuxes, introducing additional complexity in the basal
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boundary condition. Their results indicate strong feedbacks between topography
and heat ﬂuxes. The reason for this eﬀect is that the isotherms will be more closely
stacked beneath deeper troughs than beneath the neighbouring highs causing higher
geothermal gradients. This allows more heat to reach the bed in the troughs and
hence also allow the ice to reach the melting point. They calculate a 100% increase
in heat ﬂux beneath deep troughs such as the Jakobshavns Isbræ. Clearly we do not
have good grasp of the geothermal heat ﬂuxes beneath ice sheets and the resulting
basal temperature.
Basalt melt contributes signiﬁcant volumes of water to the basal drainage system. In areas of surface inﬂux of water to the bed during summer, the basally
generated volumes are over-printed by the surface inﬂuxes. During winter, the entire basal drainage system experiences the basal melt derived ﬂuxes. Basal melt is
thus important in that it maintains subglacial ﬂow throughout the season and in all
areas where the ice sheet base is at the pressure melting point.
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8. Subglacial lakes
Subglacial lakes beneath ice sheets have been known to exist since the discovery of
Lake Vostok, east Antarctica, in 1996 (Kapitsa et al., 1996). Numerous large lakes
have since been identiﬁed to exist beneath the Antarctic ice sheet (Siegert et al.,
1996; Siegert, 2005; Siegert et al., 2005a; Smith et al., 2009) by for example satellite
based remote sensing methods (Figure 8.1). The lakes leave a footprint in the surface
topography of the ice sheet. Because the ice sheet is locally ﬂoating in the water of
the lakes, the basal shear stress is locally zero which produce a near horizontal ice
surface over the lake. It is reasonable to assume that lakes are identiﬁable by this
method as long as they have larger width and length than the local ice thickness
since the eﬀect would otherwise be taken up by the ice mass
Lake Vostok is the largest lake found beneath the Antarctic ice sheet and measures 280 km in length and 50–60 km in width and with a maximum depth of in
excess of 1000 m, Comparable to Lake Ontario in North America. The subglacial
lake alters the basal ice composition through melting-refreezing and other processes
(Petit et al., 1998; Duval et al., 1998; Jouzel et al., 1999; Siegert et al., 2000, 2001).
Carcione and Gei (2003) showed that the overlying lake ice contains several seismically identiﬁable layers and that the lake also contains a signiﬁcant sediment layer
on the bottom. Ice ﬂow in the region is very slow. Wendt et al. (2005) reports ice
ﬂow velocities for the Vostok station of 2.00 m a−1 ±0.01 m a−1 . Vertical changes in
elevation have been attributed to tidal eﬀects (amounting to a few mm) and atmospheric pressure forcing (of about 40 mm; Wendt et al., 2005). In the case of Lake
Vostok hydrothermal activity does not seem to be present for maintaining the water
body (Jean-Baptiste et al., 2001). Siegert and Glasser (1997) have shown that it is
possible that either strain heating or geothermal heat or both produce excess heat
that can melt and maintain water bodies at the base of the ice sheet. Dowdeswell and
Siegert (2002) provide a physiographic perspective on the subglacial lakes beneath
Antarctica. Their results indicate that the volume of the Antarctic subglacial lakes
is (at least) 4000 to 12000 km3 and that their distribution largely follows the modeled distribution of pressure melting bed conditions (Huybrechts, 1992). Tabacco
et al. (2006) mapped 14 new lakes in the Vostok-Dome C area of east Antarctica
and were able to classify them in three categories, relief lakes (deep, 100 m), basin
lakes (large extent), and trench lakes (caused by local faulting), depending on their
tectonic setting.
If the subglacial lakes are in thermal equilibrium, water is generated through
melting and lost through freezing at equal rates, thus maintaining a constant water
volume. If the lake water is generated by for example high anomalies in geothermal
heat ﬂuxes and strain heating it is likely that a positive water balance results.
Souchez et al. (2003) argue that although Lake Vostok water has low salinity, it
is enough for thermohaline circulation to occur. Such circulation could then be
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responsible for creating a melting-refreezing system between melting at the northern
shore and frazil ice formation at the southern. Royston-Bishop et al. (2005) showed
through analysis of particle sizes frozen into the accreted ice that some circulation of
water must occur in the lake and that there may have been variable ﬂow velocities
in the water body through time. Through analysis of isotope rations, Ekaykin et
al. (2010) concluded that there should not be signiﬁcant mixing between glacial
meltwater, the main water body of the lake. They found that there likely is a
hydrothermal source which mixes with the glacially derived water. Thoma et al.
(2008) modeled the energy balance of Lake Vostok. The results show that a lake
such as Vostok is relatively insensitive to variations in geothermal heat ﬂux, heat
ﬂux into the ice sheet, salinity of the lake and small changes in overburden pressure.
The processes present in Lake Vostok are hence not clear.
Subglacial lakes have the possibility to grow until thresholds are reached where
they can drain. Such inferences have been made from observation of changes in the
East Antarctic Ice sheet surface topography (Wingham et al., 2006) and expanded
upon by Smith et al. (2009). Such re-organization of subglacial water will likely
reach the marginal areas through outburst-like phenomena. It is not certain that
outbursts will be similar to the spectacular Jökulhlaups from Icelandic ice caps where
subglacial lakes formed by extremely high geothermal heat ﬂuxes from volcanoes
generate large quantities of water that catastrophically drains through the overlying
ice caps (Björnsson, 1998). The eﬀect of large bodies of water at the base of ice
sheets can be sudden outburst ﬂoods which yield transient extreme pressure and
discharge peaks. Smith et al. (2009), however, also noted that numerous lakes
appear to exchange water with their surroundings in a diﬀuse way, possibly with
systems lubricating ice ﬂow.
The studies of Lake Vostok, and other lakes of similar type, formed a view that
subglacial lakes are semi-stable features (e.g. Kapitsa et al., 1996; Siegert et al., 2001;
Bell et al., 2002, 2006), however, this view has been modiﬁed by the realization
that some lakes are very dynamic features. By comparing the known location of
subglacial lakes with the velocity distribution (Joughin et al., 1999; Bamber et al.,
2000) on the Antarctic ice sheet, Siegert and Bamber (2000) were able to show that
subglacial lakes seem to be associated with rapid ﬂow features in the ice sheet. Bell
et al. (2007) identiﬁed a region containing four subglacial lakes directly associated
with the onset of the Recovery Ice Stream in east Antarctica. Bell et al. conclude
that the lakes both initiate and maintain the ﬂow of the ice stream.
The role of lakes in ice sheet hydrology remains to be evaluated. The lakes
systems described above are fed by basal melting and seem to be semi-stable features
in the subglacial system. They provide a large volume source of water for recharging
underlying aquifers and are maintained under large ice overburdens resulting in
similarly high pressure conditions in the water.
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Figure 8.1. Locations of known subglacial lakes beneath the Antarctic ice sheet (from Smith
et al. (2009)). Magenta areas with white outlines show lakes from studies by Studinger
et al. (2003), Gray et al. (2005), Siegert et al. (2005b), Wingham et al. (2006), Bell et al.
(2007), Carter et al. (2007) and Popov and Masolov (2007), color circles show lakes found
by Smith et al. (2009) color coded by their volume. Green lines outline streaming ice for
selected areas. The background shading shows the calculated balance velocity distribution
(Bamber et al., 2009) combined with satellite derived surface velocities (Joughin et al.,
1999, 2006).
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9. Ice streams
Ice streams constitute spectacular features of ice sheets draining large volumes of
ice from the interior areas of the ice sheets. There is, however, certain debate
around the role of ice streams in ice sheets. Fowler and Johnson (1995, 1996); Sayag
and Tziperman (2008) and Sayag and Tziperman (2009), for example, argue that
ice streams are natural features caused by instability within the ice sheets. These
studies are typically based on either mathematical models or numerical ice sheet
model experiments. A pivotal point is also the sensitivity of the basal boundary
condition to a change in dynamics. Because of the eﬀects of internal heat generation
on the basal temperature, ice streaming is associated with feedback mechanisms
that directly inﬂuence the formation or cessation of basal melting and also sliding
conditions.
The typical example of an ice stream, often referred to, are the Siple Coast ice
streams (Figure 9.1 which are not obviously determined by large subglacial topography; in many if not most cases, ice streams are bounded by subglacial topography.
In the earlier studies of Siple Coast ice streams (Blankenship and Bentley, 1986;
Blankenship et al., 1986, 1987, 1989; Alley et al., 1987; Rooney et al., 1987a,b, 1988)
it was shown that ice streams were underlain by deforming sediments. Borehole
experiments further proved the existence of deforming sediments beneath the ice
stream (Kamb, 1991). Anandakrishnan et al. (1998) used seismic investigations to
show that the faster ﬂowing ice is underlain by thick sediment ﬁlls, whereas the surrounding areas are devoid of subglacial sediments. Bell et al. (1998) and Behrendt
et al. (2004) concluded based on aero-geophysical investigations that the subglacial
troughs in which the ice stream ﬂow are caused by preferential erosion of less resistant volcanoclastics. Rippin et al. (2003) showed that the Bailey/Slessor ice stream
in East Antarctica is determined by subglacial troughs. Bamber et al. (2006) conclude that subglacial sediments also underlay the east Antarctic ice streams. Hence
indications are that the conditions found beneath the West Antarctic ice streams
are not unique to that part of Antarctica but can be expected also in other parts.
In addition to the studies cited above that point at the basal sediment and
topography, other studies indicate that these ice streams are located in tectonically
active areas. Blankenship et al. (1993) used airborne measurements to show that
the onset area of the Siple Coast ice streams may be concentrated to a subglacial
volcano. Obviously this would be a large source for geothermal heat, possibly also
waxing and waning in conjunction with eruptions and intervening dormant periods.
For some reason, this paper has been largely neglected in discussions regarding the
Siple Coast ice streams. Dalziel and Lawyer (2002) provides an overview of the
lithospheric setting of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet from which it is easy to see that
the area has undergone signiﬁcant tectonic activity in the geological past. Behrendt
et al. (1998) performed aeromagnetic surveys over parts of the ice divide of the
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Figure 9.1. The Siple Coast ice streams A through E, West Antarctica (also know by alternative names: A – Mercer; B – Whillans; C – Kamb; D – Bindschadler; E – MacAyeal).
The ﬁgure shows the streams outlined by the velocity patters and their respective catchments. Note Ice Stream C which is largely in a dormant state. Image from Joughin and
Tulaczyk (2002) in public domain by NASA.

West Antarctic ice sheet and found anomalies that could be explained by a large
caldera complex. Their study strengthens the ﬁndings of Blankenship et al. (1993)
of high geothermal activity and possibly volcanism beneath the West Antarctic ice
sheet. Jones et al. (2002) showed that the Evans Ice Stream is located in a zone
of rift basins. This involves signiﬁcant crustal thinning and hence also increased
geothermal heat ﬂuxes. This has also been veriﬁed by observing satellite magnetic
data over Antarctica. Fox Maule et al. (2005) used such data to calculate the
geothermal heat ﬂuxes beneath Antarctica. Their hot spots coincide with localities
indicated by and Blankenship et al. (1993); Behrendt et al. (1998) and Jones et
al. (2002) and hence it seems likely that some ice streams are forced by anomalous
geothermal heat ﬂuxes. High geothermal heat ﬂuxes have also been inferred to cause
faster ﬂowing ice in central Greenland (Fahnestock et al., 2001). In this case age
depth relationships determined from internal layering of the ice sheet has been used
to infer rates of basal melting, 15–30 times inferred background. They also found a
relationship between airborne gravity measurements and basal melt rate which they
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infer to mean that the abnormal heat ﬂuxes may have volcanic origin. Evidence from
non-glaciated areas (Näslund et al., 2005) also indicate that geothermal heat ﬂux
vary substantially over shorter distances even in crystalline shield bedrock. Corr and
Vaughan (2008) found indirect evidence of volcanic activity inﬂuencing the ice ﬂow
and stability of the Pine Island area of West Antarctica. Their dating of internal
layering of the ice puts the eruption to 207 BC±240 years. This shows that volcanic
activity has occurred relatively recently.
These studies indicate that ice streams do not spontaneously form but seem to
have clear cause and eﬀect relationship with either topography or geothermal heat
ﬂuxes. Now, clearly absence of evidence is not evidence of absence so awaiting hard
evidence for spontaneous initiation of ice streams, such processes must be considered
possible although mechanisms remain purely theoretical.
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10. The dynamic subglacial
drainage system
Ice streams are thus often intimately connected to the occurrence of subglacial water
sources. Since basal water is generated by energy from the geothermal heat ﬂux,
which does not vary in time, water production can also be assumed constant in
time. This should hold true for time perspectives where the ice sheet conﬁguration
does not signiﬁcantly change, causing for example changes in ice thickness that
would aﬀect the basal thermal regime or over periods where volcanic activity is
not changing. It is possible, however, that instabilities can be caused by periodic
buildup and release of subglacial lakes. The jökulhlaup phenomena of icelandic ice
caps is a good example of this (Björnsson, 2002). In the case of Grimsvötn, the lake
is formed by high geothermal heat ﬂuxes melting basal ice until the hydraulic dam
formed by the overlying ice is broken resulting in catastrophic outbursts. Hence
high but stable geothermal heat can produce periodic events if the geometry of the
ice-water conﬁguration is favorable. A similar mechanism has also been suggested
by Alley et al. (2006) for producing periodic outburst ﬂoods and accompanying
dynamic events. Their mechanism involves growth of ice shelves onto proglacial
sills where they freeze on producing a seal. Water is thus trapped in deeper parts
upstream of the sill, which with a growing ice sheet can become over-pressurized. If
the basal temperature decreases on the sill, the over-pressurized water may escape
causing an outburst ﬂood. They suggest this process may have been involved with
the so-called Heinrich events (e.g. Hemming, 2004) seen in marine cores in the north
Atlantic and for creation of subglacial lakes such as Lake Vostok. Evatt et al. (2006)
developed a numerical model to investigate the potential for subglacial lakes. They
ﬁnd that lakes should ﬁll and drain periodically, basically as a function of the ﬁlling
rate. The calculations allowed Evatt et al. to predict possible locations for subglacial
lakes beneath the Laurentide ice sheet. Their locations agree with the positions of
the paleo-subglacial lakes proposed by Munro-Stasiuk (2003) and Christoﬀersen et
al. (2008), however, the larger predicted lakes have not yet been identiﬁed.
Examples of dynamic processes have been identiﬁed from sudden changes in elevation of parts of the ice sheet. (Gray et al., 2005) used RADARSAT data from the
1997 Antarctic Mapping Mission to interferometrically solve for the 3-dimensional
surface ice motion in the interior of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS). They
showed that an area of ∼ 125 km2 in a tributary of Ice Stream C (Kamb Ice Stream)
slumped vertically downwards by up to ∼ 50 cm (September 26 to October 18,
1997). Areas in Ice Stream D (Bindschadler Ice Stream) also exhibited comparable
upward and downward surface displacements. The uplift and subsidence features
corresponded to sites at which the basal water apparently experiences a hydraulic
potential well. Thus transient movement of pockets of subglacial water could the
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most likely cause for the vertical surface displacements. Wingham et al. (2006) used
surface elevation change observations to map the movement of what they infer being
pulses of water moving between known subglacial lakes beneath the east Antarctic
ice sheet. They calculate that 1.8 km3 of water moved 290 km in a 16 month period.
Vaughan et al. (2007) Identiﬁed an 18 km2 lake, Lake Ellsworth, beneath the West
Antarctic ice sheet. This lakes does not seem to have any barrier preventing outﬂow
and Vaughan et al. postulate that the lake is likely a reservoir balancing in- and
outﬂow. Gray et al. (2005) and Fricker et al. (2007), however, showed that even
this constant water production can cause very transient behavior. In their study of
Whillans Ice Stream (Ice Stream B) they observed large vertical ﬂuctuations over a
three year period, 2003–2006, including both monotonic surface uplift and lowering
as well as ﬂuctuations over sub-annual time period. They attribute this to movement
of water through a subglacial water system. They calculate that a volume of 2.0 km3
drained from a subglacial lake over the three year period. Simultaneously, similar
volumes of water was building up elsewhere. Similarly, Stearns et al. (2008) observed
a speedup, associated with surface elevation lowering coinciding with two upstream
lakes at Byrd Glacier, East Antarctica. A volume corresponding to 1.7 km2 of water
may have been displaced during this inferred drainage event. Fricker and Scambos
(2009) also identiﬁed patterns of linked drainage systems undergoing diﬀerent types
of events on both Whillans ice stream (B) and the lower parts of ice stream A (Mercer). The interpretations indicate an active and rapidly changing drainage system
beneath the ice streams. Sergienko et al. (2007) showed that the observed surface
elevation changes do not simply reﬂect their basal counterparts. Estimates of water
volumes based on surface elevation changes must thus be conservative. Shoemaker
(2003) provide a theoretical mechanism for how subglacial lakes modify subglacial
outburst ﬂoods through ponding and thereby redistributing the discharge peak to
longer term ﬂows. Such phenomena are well known in surface runoﬀ through combined streams and lake systems. Subglacial lakes can thus turn a singular event
to a sustained event. Murray et al. (2008) identiﬁed regions of sliding in presence
of what they infer to be a linked cavity system (Kamb, 1987) beneath Rutford Ice
Stream. In areas of bed inferred deformation they identify 50 m wide linear features
deemed to be canals evacuation water. Although the sources for water in Rutford
Ice Stream are not as obvious as for the Siple coast streams, it seems as if ice streams
are underlain by complex drainage systems.
The interaction of a channelized subglacial drainage system with the unchannelized parts of its drainage area is of interest because of the water pressure gradients.
Boulton et al. (2007a,b) investigated the subglacial pressure ﬁeld around a subglacial stream on Breiðamerkurjökull, Iceland. Their results show that the channel
provides a low-pressure sink to which the surrounding unchannelized areas drain.
They furthermore postulate that high surface melt water input events can cause locally reversing ﬂows near the input point, provided that the input point is connected
to the main drainage through an under-dimensioned channel unable to transmit the
incoming ﬂux. This study shows that the subglacial water pressures should be
spatially variable with local lows following the channels. Temporal variations are
superimposed on these and may cause shorter-term eﬀects where the pressure ﬁeld
may be reversed. The channels thus interact with their surrounding in a complex
fashion.
These studies thus indicate that a complex interconnected system of subglacial
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lakes and drainage pathways can exist beneath ice sheets. Some lakes, such as Lake
Vostok may not be part of such drainage systems, but many lakes area active parts
of the subglacial drainage system. Many lakes beneath Antarctica are the result of
the tectonic setting of the subglacial topography and high geothermal heat ﬂuxes
seem to be common in such areas. The geothermal heat ﬂux hot spots mapped
by Fox Maule et al. (2005) only partially overlaps with known regions of subglacial
lakes. It is, however, not necessary to have large heat ﬂux anomalies to produce
basal melting.
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11. Geological evidence for
subglacial drainage
Subglacial drainage beneath ice sheets have been known to exist largely in view of the
vast systems of eskers left by the ice sheet (Figure 11.1). Clark and Walder (1994)
has discussed the distribution of eskers in terms of a subglacial geology framework.
They conclude that a vast system of subglacial tunnels or canals should exist beneath
an ice sheet.

Figure 11.1. Esker systems in Scandinavia showing the branching complexity of such
systems. (from Boulton et al. (2001))

There are several indications that large ﬂoods have occurred from ice sheets. In
Antarctica, for example Denton and Sugden (2005) and Lewis et al. (2006) discuss
observable melt water generated features originating from larger extents of the ice
sheet. Sawagaki and Hirakawa (1997) observed traces of meltwater in coastal areas of
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Antarctica. There are indications that large quantities of water drained through the
Laurentide ice sheet during its waning phase (e.g. Josenhans and Zevenhuisen, 1990;
Barber et al., 1999; Clarke et al., 2003). Some of the observations from Antarctica
have been heavily discussed but the evidence is mounting that large ﬂoods do occur.
Spectacular ﬂoods have been inferred from re-interpretation of landforms typically
not thought to be associated with ﬂoods (e.g. Shaw, 2002). This ﬂood hypothesis has
not gained general acceptance (e.g. Clarke et al., 2005) but cannot be completely
disregarded. Hence, large scale, low frequency drainage phenomena are possible
in ice sheets. In the case of the Fennoscandian ice sheet all identiﬁed large scale
drainage phenomena area associated with subaerial lakes dammed by ice at the
margin and not subglacial phenomena.
Evidence for subglacial lakes are also emerging from the past ice sheets. MunroStasiuk (2003) identiﬁed lake sediments in a buried valley in souther Alberta Canada
as indicative of a subglacial lake. Munro-Stasiuk also concluded that the valleys
may have acted as interconnected systems routing water beneath the Laurentide
ice sheet. Munro-Stasiuk et al. (2005) have reinterpreted the so-called P-forms
found on islands in Lake eire, North America as formed by subglacial drainage.
Knight (2002) identiﬁed two possible subglacial lakes in north-central Ireland. These
were located near the local ice center. Christoﬀersen et al. (2008) also infer such
a lake from sedimentary sequences found in Great Slave lake, Canada. The lake
sediments indicate an active subglacial drainage system contributing sediments to
the subglacial lake environment.
Water can also be routed through the ice sheet from ice dammed lakes. Several
catastrophic outburst ﬂoods have been recognized, some examples are the Glacier
lake Missoula (e.g. Pardee, 1942) and glacier dammed lakes in the Altai mountains (Herget, 2005) Lajeunesse and St-Onge (2008) provide evidence for subglacial
drainage of the Agassiz-Ojibway proglacial lake to the Hudson Bay area beneath the
Laurentide ice sheet. The sand wave landforms on the Hudson bay sea ﬂoor indicate
that water ﬂowed in sheet-like fashion along distinct ﬂow routes.
The number of identiﬁed possible subglacial lakes beneath the former ice sheets
are few, however, the number is likely to increase since because new ideas emerge
from observations beneath the existing ice sheets. What is lacking, however, are
clear criteria for how to identify such lakes and the potential subglacial drainage
pathways connecting them.
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12. Conclusions
The hydrological systems of ice sheets are complex. Our view of the system is
split, largely due to the complexity of observing the systems. Our basic knowledge
of processes have been obtained from smaller glaciers and although applicable in
general to the larger scales of the ice sheets, ice sheets contain features not observable
on smaller glaciers due to their size.
The generation of water on the ice sheet surface is well understood and can be
satisfactorily modeled. The routing of water from the surface down through the
ice is not complicated in terms of process. What has been problematic is the way
in which the couplings between surface and bed has been accomplished through a
kilometer of cold ice, but with the studies on crack propagation and lake drainage
on Greenland we are beginning to understand also this process and we know water
can be routed through thick cold ice.
Water generation at the bed is also well understood but the main problem preventing realistic estimates of water generation is lack of detailed information about
geothermal heat ﬂuxes and their geographical distribution beneath the ice. Although some average value for geothermal heat ﬂux may suﬃce, for many purposes
it is important that such values are not applied to sub-regions of signiﬁcantly higher
ﬂuxes. Water generated by geothermal heat constitutes a constant supply and will
likely maintain a steady system beneath the ice sheet. Such a system may include
subglacial lakes as steady features and reconﬁguration of the system is tied to time
scales on which the ice sheet geometry changes so as to change pressure gradients
in the basal system itself.
Large scale re-organization of subglacial drainage systems have been observed
beneath ice streams. The stability of an entirely subglacially fed drainage system
may hence be perturbed by rapid ice ﬂow. In the case of Antarctic ice streams
where such behavior has been observed, the ice streams are underlain by deformable
sediments. It is possible that soft beds through their ability to deform and be
eroded can yield quasi-stable patterns of drainage pathways that with either erosion
of critical sills or ﬁlling of temporary basins may reorganize itself periodically on
time scales much shorter than the reorganization of the driving stresses for ice ﬂow.
In areas where the surface generated water (melt and rain), the basally generated
ﬂuxes dwarf the inﬂux from the surface and hence the drainage system in such areas
will be dominated by surface ﬂuxes and variations therein. Since surface ﬂuxes have
a strong seasonal variation with no inﬂux during winter, areas experiencing surface
inﬂux will also be subject to large seasonal variations in both ﬂux and pressure. In
addition, during the melt season, ﬂuxes and also pressures will also vary on diurnal
as well as longer time frames in response to variations in air temperature that drives
melt and occurrence of precipitation events.
The emerging picture of glacier drainage consists of diﬀerent types of models
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applicable to diﬀerent regimes found beneath an ice sheet (with our without surface
inﬂux, ice streams, subglacial lakes). It is not, however, clear how these systems are
coupled, or even if they are. This makes it inherently diﬃcult to assess what can be
expected beneath a given sector of an ice sheet without some detailed understanding of the underlying geology (geothermal ﬂuxes), geomorphology (possible water
routing) and ice properties (cold -temperate base and ice thickness).
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